
“Where Africa and independent thinking come together”

The challenges of climate variability and change, degraded oceans, loss of air and water quality, as well as the 
loss of biodiversity have serious cascading effects on sustainability and present a threat to many African 
economies reliant on their natural resource base. Failure to adapt to or mitigate these risks is worsened by a 
lack of evidence-based decision making. A space for interdisciplinary thinking is vital to this.

The Alexander Kwapong lectures aim to “serve as a forum for interdisciplinary and multi-stakeholder 
exchanges of views, knowledge and experiences” and to “raise awareness on natural resource management, 
and promote an understanding of the importance of evidence-based information and decision-making”. The 
lectures feature a cross-section of eminent thought leaders who believe passionately in Africa’s transformation 
potential and who sit at several vantage points ranging from technology, infrastructure, climate change, 
minerals and extractives and natural resources. These leading thinkers will delve deep into issues and 
challenge conventional wisdom and narratives with innovative and dynamic ideas to offer thought-provoking 
insights and practical solutions that will lead Africa towards a natural-resource driven, inclusive and sustainable 
development pathway.

The African university must create nature-based, holistic and sustainable solutions to emerging issues, 
solutions produced by African researchers which encompass the intersection of technology, environment, and 
governance. For this to happen, universities in Africa need to be innovative and disruptive by breaking barriers 
in the way universities teach. The upcoming Kwapong lecture discusses the role of African universities in being 
more disruptive and breaking barriers to transform natural resource management and achieve the Sustainable 
Development Goals.

Professor Chris Gordon will deliver the 3rd keynote lecture under the theme “Innovation, Transition and 
Disruption in Natural Resource Management: The Role of the African University”. Professor Gordon is the former 
director of the Institute for Environment and Sanitation Studies at the University of Ghana and has over 
thirty-five years of experience in teaching, research and outreach in the areas of Limnology, Aquatic 
Resource Management, Coastal wetlands, Climate Change, Environmental Science, and Sustainability. 

Join the conversation onsite and online and be part of the change makers for cutting edge debate on an “Africa is capable” discourse.

The event is open to the public on a fi rst-come, fi rst-served basis. 

Stay tuned for further details on the maiden event
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